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Title:  Crawler Cable Crane Boom Reversal 

Investigation Lessons Summary 

 

 

Incident:  Crawler Cable Crane Boom 

Reversal 

Type of incident: Lifting Incident 

Business entity: BP Rotterdam Refinery 

Location of incident:  Effluent Treatment 

Plant Project Brownfield Site, BP Rotterdam 

Refinery 

Country: The Netherlands 

Tr@ction no:  2013-IR-4511602 

Date of incident:  2 September 2013 

MIA/HiPo notification date:  2 September 

2013 

What happened: 

The incident occurred during the construction of a concrete tank inside the Effluent Treatment Plant 

(ETP) project construction site; a ring-fenced (brownfield) area within BP Rotterdam Refinery (BPRR).  

The tank concreting process used the crane-and-bucket method in which a concrete funnel (bucket) 

is positioned using a crawler crane before the concrete is released by a civil contract worker (the civil 

contracting company on the ETP site is Ballast Nedam). 

During the task the crane operator exceeded the maximum working radius (22m) for the crane 

loading.  At a working radius of 33m the crane began to tip uncontrollably (fig 1.1); the bucket 

impacted with the rim of the tank (fig 1.2) and a stationary crane parked next to the tank, emptying 

most of the concrete from the bucket onto the ground (fig 1.3).  The crane driver ‘boomed in’ rapidly 

in an attempt to stabilise the crane and the resulting motion, combined with a lighter bucket load, 

swung the bucket into the boom (fig 1.4).  The boom continued past the vertical position and 

impacted with a nearby sand-storage pile (fig 1.5).  The boom extension (jib) wrapped over the top of 

the sand pile and impacted with nearby light distillate feedstock lines. 

 

Figure 1 - Sketches to show sequence of events. 

No-one was injured as a result of the incident and there was no loss of containment of LDF.  The 

crane and concrete bucket were significantly damaged and there was minor damage to the LDF 

pipes, clarifier C tank wall and stationary crane.   

The crane operator had worked at BPRR before and had undergone the mandatory HSE training.  The 

crane had the mandatory (by legislation and BPRR process) certification.   

What went wrong: 

The critical factors are separated into the behaviour of the crane operator, technical aspects of the 

crane and the HSE-related planning processes implemented on the ETP site.   

 The behavioural critical factor manifested as the crane operator consciously ignored visual 

warnings of his proximity to the maximum lifting radius and the safety trip system was ‘in all 

probability’ overridden to allow the crane to continue to operate beyond the maximum radius.  [BP 
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CLC Action 3.5 - warning system  consciously ignored & BP CLC Action 4.5 -  Unintentional 

human error] 

 The primary technical critical factor was that the crane failed to warn the operator audibly of his 

proximity to the maximum working radius due to manipulation of the warning system.  [BP CLC 

Condition 5.9 - Other; Acoustic alarm system was manipulated prevent the alarm from sounding] 

 The HSE-related planning processes on the ETP site did not identify the lift as requiring a lifting 

plan or specific risk assessment (a generic lifting operations risk assessment was available) as 

there was no systematic process to prompt discussion or assessment of task risks following initial 

(pre-construction phase) assessment.  Specifically, the BPRR Lifting Instruction was not followed.  

No risk assessment was communicated to the workers.  BPRR Control of Work audits of ETP site 

did not address issues in pre-execution activities (three audits missed and open actions from 

audits). [BP CLC Action 1.6 - Did not follow existing procedure (Other) - existing procedure not 

applied & BP CLC Management 16.6 - Monitoring / auditing of safety process not effective]. 

 

Additionally the investigation team has identified that several management processes were not 

working as intended at the ETP project and therefore did not prevent the incident from happening. 

These are mainly lack of conformance to BP and site practices (COW RDP, COW site practices, EH 

lifting practice, EH contractors supervision) and lack of organizational learning from previous incident 

recommendations or ineffective implementation of them. 

Summary of local action: 

The Investigation Team’s recommendations addressed the behavioural, technical and HSE-related 

planning causes of the incident.  However, all three critical factors are interlinked such that many of 

the recommendations will address multiple causes. 

 The behavioural aspects are addressed through recommendations to deliver clearer 

instructions to crane operators regarding operating outside the maximum radius and to 

implement a process to control the use of override systems. 

 The technical aspects of the incident have been targeted through the implementation of a 

daily crane checklist to ensure the safety critical systems are functioning. 

 The HSE-related planning process causes have been addressed through immediate 

application of the BPRR Lifting Instruction to ensure lifts are properly assessed.  The ETP 

project team shall implement the ETP Control of Work policy, issued 2 Oct 2013, to ensure 

this process is controlled and risks are communicated to workers.  A further recommendation 

covers a review of resources necessary to effectively implement the ETP Control of Work 

Policy.  BPRR will also review its internal self-assessment program (self-verification, OMS 

8.2) using as reference the group guide GG 8.2.0001 and will compare its current program 

against existing practices at other sites. 

The investigation team recommends further analysis to determine the root causes as to why the 

Management Processes which should have prevented this incident from happening were not 

effective in the ETP Project.  As part of the outcome of this deep analysis, a corrective action plan will 

be established within an appropriate timeframe. 

It should be noted that immediately after the incident occurred, the ETP Project Team stopped lifting 

activities on the ETP site and were proactive in assessing the situation to ensure the safe 

continuation of work.  An action plan was established using the outcomes from this assessment 

combined with the on-going investigation. 

Key learning to share 

 Crane operators may override safety systems and exceed crane limits if appropriate controls and 

instructions surrounding overriding safety trip systems are not in place.  Lifting Plans are 

fundamental in ensuring the lifting task is carried out within the crane operating envelope and 

removes any need / temptation for the crane operator to go outside the operating envelope. 
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 The Control of Work process is vital in managing tasks in high-activity areas, including those 

without hydrocarbon-based risks as on a Brownfield Site.  In particular, this incident highlighted 

the need for systematic implementation of Control of Work to ensure that all tasks are risk 

assessed and that these risk assessments are clearly communicated to workers. 

 Structured reviews and self-assessments are key processes to assure compliance with legal and 

BP requirements, and drive risk reduction and performance improvement. However, the 

effectiveness of these processes is heavily influenced by the robustness of the protocols used 

and the quality and competence of the assessors. 

 

 

 

For further information, contact:  

Name:  Casper Arink 

Email:   Casper.Arink@ec1.bp.com

 

 

 


